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Primary Initiative

About a year after the Quecreek accident, the federal Office of 
Surface Mining gave Pennsylvania $1 million for equipment to scan 
existing maps into digital format for Internet usage.

"In the future, any municipal engineer, 
planner or zoner, developer -- anyone 

who plans to do any earth disturbance --
can go online and bring these maps up," 

Rathbun said. 

"They can say, 'Hey, there's a mine 
here,' rather than having it be a 

surprise." 



Mine subsidence damage



Project Overview

Collection:  800 hardback maps (estimate)

Funds: Applied for and received 3 grants of   $100,000
University of Pittsburgh shared cost      $30,000
Gift money from CONSOL Energy $100,000

Personnel: Principal Investigator (10%)
Project Archivist (5%)
Consultant
Conservator
Conservation Technician (2011)
1-8  Student Assistants 

Time: In 4 years cataloged, surveyed 
& stabilized over 400 maps





Hardback mine maps

• Paper backed with canvas

• Oversized

• Master copy

• Drafted by hand

• Created 1860s -1950s







Surface dirt
Stains and mold

Before

After





Area: 58 x 90”

DPI: 240-300 

Suction or plexiglas

10 miles away

Cruse Table Scanner CD 285/1100 ST/FA 



Area: 58 x 90“

DPI: 233

Clamps & 
plexiglas

50 miles away

Cruse Table Scanner CD 285/1100 ST/FA 



Transport



Clearly define “Stabilize for Scanning” 

Clean: so the mine workings can be clearly seen
• Dry clean surface dirt and grime

• Wet clean  grime with poultice

• Wash

• Remove tape covering media

Flat: able to lay flat with assistance
• Humidify and flatten

• Mend tears

• Re-lining

Safe: for handling, transportation & storage
- Mend tears

- Construct housing



During treatment



After Treatment



Flat

Transport 

rolled

Scan flat

Store rolled



Before Treatment



After Treatment



Re-lining in sections

• The paper is already torn, we are strategically 
re-lining…

• Use existing tears, up to 6 inches horizontal

• Maps are scanned in sections and stitched in 
Photoshop

• Paper doesn’t have to roll, unroll, re-roll

• Reduce stress to paper



Safe for handling & transport

Handling

-Travel the path of the object

(dirt, rain, bumping the edge of the map)

-Meet people who handle object every step of 
the way



Transport



Archival Storage & Use

• Archival storage

• Use in reading room



Ethos, Logos, Pathos…

Sometimes I perceive that….

• We are doing “preservation triage”

• Conservation is a by-product of digitization

• Technology is determining the treatment



Conserve

• Preserve for posterity

• Long term function

• Mechanically & chemically 
stable

• Aesthetics married with 
functionality

• Pressure to physically 
exhibit

• Pressure for physical use

• Detailed documentation

Stabilize

• Temporarily stabilize for…

• Short term function

• Mechanically stable

• Functionality separate from 
aesthetics

• Aesthetics may be determined 
by the scanner

• Pressure to get images online

• Collection level documentation 
(sometimes just the treatment 
name)



Adherence to AIC Ethics

?  Attain highest possible standards

 Reversibility

 Use of archival materials

 Preservation of content

?  Preservation of physical object

 Permanent documentation

Serve as an advocate for the preservation of cultural 
property



Compromise

“we use conservation methods 

to stabilize maps”

In the end the job is getting done and all 
partners are happy with the results…

Increased need for access to this information 

in order to protect miners, the public 

and the environment 



Thank you

www.pitt.edu/~aeb59

or search “mine map preservation”

http://www.pitt.edu/~aeb59

